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This chapter analyzes the conception of ‘truth’ in the translation of foreign law. No word submits docilely to a translation that would carry it as such from one language to another: either the word-in-translation leaves behind a residue of the original idiom or it accretes meaning in the other language. The chapter shows that, with specific reference to the matter of foreign law in translation, ‘truth’ has no useful contribution to make to ‘comparative law’.
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What can one do but speculate, speculate, until one hits on the happy speculation?

—Beckett¹
For the point at issue is merely the meaning of the texts, not their truth.

—Spinoza

He who, in a contest of opinions, says, I have the truth, makes a claim to power.

—Arendt

We take the view that, in the French philosopher Jacques Derrida’s arresting formulation, ‘[w]e must begin somewhere where we are’, ‘[s]omewhere where we are: within a text already where we believe that we are’ (though we might want to be somewhere other than where we are). One should not be surprised to find in this injunction echoes of Martin Heidegger, for Derrida often acknowledges his indebtedness to the German philosopher. He calls Heidegger his ‘foreman’. And he insists that Heidegger’s work is ‘extremely important’, that it constitutes ‘an unprecedented, irreversible advance’. Indeed, he claims that ‘nothing of what [he] is attempting would have been possible without the opening of Heideggerian questions’. For his part, in line with his notions of ‘fore-having’ (‘Vorhaben’), ‘foresight’ (‘Vorsicht’), and ‘fore-conception’ (‘Vorgriff’), which indicate that only within the pregiven sign-system within which one is framed does one understand, can one ascribe meaning, Heidegger explains in his early correspondence that [he] work[s] concretely and factically from [his] “I am”—from [his] spiritual and in particular factual origin—from [his] environment—from [his] life as a whole—[‘Lebenszusammenhängen’], from what is, from there, accessible to him] as living experience, from that within which [he] live[s]. In the words of Hans-Georg Gadamer, another German philosopher (and prominent disciple of Heidegger) with whom Derrida pursued a problematic conversation over more than twenty years, the idea of situatedness is such that ‘one does not find oneself in front of it’.

We write, then, as comparatists-at-law, that is, as academics who, as implausible as this contention may at first blush appear, attach normative value to foreign law. Our argument is not, of course, that foreign law matters because it would be binding beyond its local circumstances, but that it is valuable since it can act as persuasive authority in other settings than its own. Along with other academics who also subscribe to such deterritorialization of the law (and of the mind), we have allowed ourselves to be instituted within the field of ‘comparative law’. Having, with hindsight, recognizably emerged in the 1820s, ‘comparative law’, like other academic fields, features its learned societies, journals, conferences, chairs, research institutes, courses, and postgraduate programmes. It also boasts an orthodoxy. Indeed, in our opinion, any survey of the field is bound to reveal the ascendancy of a specific theoretical framework developed in the 1960s by Konrad Zweigert, then director of the Max-Planck-Institut für ausländisches und internationales Privatrecht in Hamburg, and subsequently disseminated by Hein Kötz, his disciple and, in time, his successor at the helm of the Hamburg foundation. All over the world, comparatists-at-law are well acquainted with Zweigert and Kötz’s peremptory template, which has long established itself as the most influential strategy informing the study of foreign law.
Familiar phrases and sentences from Zweigert and Kötz’s textbook include the enunciation of a ‘praesumptio simulitudinis’ as between laws,14 the statement that laws are similar ‘even as to detail’,15 the declaration about the ‘immaterial[ity] of differences’ to comparative research,16 and the proclamation of the existence of a ‘unitary sense of justice’ across laws.17 Zweigert and Kötz further claim that comparatists ought to aspire to ‘scientific exactitude and objectivity’.18 They stress that any examination of foreign law should be ‘objective, that is, free from any critical evaluation’.19 Not only must the comparatist avoid ‘allow[ing] [his] vision to be clouded by the concepts of [his] own national system’,20 but he requires to ‘cut [himself] loose from [his] own doctrinal and juridical preconceptions and liberate [himself] from [his] own cultural context’.21 It is also for the comparatist to ensure that ‘the solutions [...] [found] in the different jurisdictions [be] cut lose from their conceptual context and stripped of their national doctrinal overtones’.22 In sum, comparative legal studies needs to operate like ‘physics’, ‘microbiology’, or ‘geology’.23 In the same manner as there is no ‘German’ physics, no ‘British’ microbiology, and no ‘Canadian’ geology,24 ultimately there must be no local law. It is abiding the task of the comparatist, to identify the generic aspect of any given law in order to allow it to surpass its localization—local accoutrements very much being apprehended as impediments on the way to a better law. Zweigert and Kötz’s goal, as they themselves expressly indicate, is the kind of uniformization of laws that would allow for a return to ‘the era of natural law’.25

(p.516) Although the most recent edition of Zweigert and Kötz’s textbook is dating rapidly, its predominance remains largely uncontested such that the ‘Hamburg model’, if we may call it that, very much continues to operate in a structuring capacity within the field, not least in the introductory courses to ‘comparative law’ on offer in law schools. While comparatists-at-law’s allegiance to Zweigert and Kötz is at times emphatic,26 it can also make itself more muted though no less discernible.27 What epistemological challenges to this construction’s authority have manifested themselves have thus far fallen short of fully-fledged theoretical programmes and, if for that reason alone, have accordingly enjoyed limited impact within the field of ‘comparative law’.28

Crucially, Zweigert and Kötz’s theoretical statement remains silent on the matter of translation. Yet, as interpreters seeking to ascribe meaning to foreign law’s foreignness, comparatists are incessantly confronted by foreign languages, a fact that compels every student of foreign law to address issues of translation. Indeed, the extent of the challenge is much wider than might readily be expected as soon as one appreciates that even Anglophone comparatists may need to translate English—thus, ‘privacy’ in the UK is not ‘privacy’ in the USA. All the same, Zweigert and Kötz fail to address translation in any of the three editions of their text spanning a 30-year period—despite the fact that over the years their book has itself been translated from the German into various languages including English, Italian, Japanese, and Russian. Why this omission? The most charitable reconstruction of Zweigert and Kötz’s organizing intuition seems to be that they did not regard translation as worthy of their attention because they deemed it, hyper-pragmatically, a non-issue. One could be forgiven, of course, for adopting the view that, on account of Zweigert and Kötz’s stated ambition to make ‘comparative law’ into an
'international legal science',\textsuperscript{29} to frame it as a 'universal legal science',\textsuperscript{30} language ought to prove of the utmost significance to them. But, in the same way as James Gordley, a prominent defender of 'comparative law'\textquoteright s orthodoxy, claims that '[t]here [i]s nothing distinctively German, French or American about [German, French or American judicial] decisions',\textsuperscript{31} Zweigert and Kötz can be taken to opine that there is nothing so distinctively Spanish, Dutch, or Polish about the Spanish, Dutch, or Polish languages that would get in the way of the uniformization of laws (which must remain, as far as they are concerned, 'comparative law\textquoteright s' abiding objective).

This improbable understanding assumes a transparency of law-texts such that they could move in unmediated fashion from language to language without undergoing any destabilization and indeed any reconstitution, that is, without the translation acting performatively in any way whatsoever or, to state the matter in slightly more dramatic terms, without the translator doing any violence to the law-text being translated or to the language into which the law-text is being translated. \textquoteleft{Estoppel\textquoteright could be rendered in French or \textquoteleft{résiliation} in English as such. \textquoteleft{Abstraktionsprinzip\textquoteright could be reproduced in Italian and \textquoteleft{diritti reali\textquoteright in German as such. In each case, there would be neither loss nor accretion—Ortega y Gasset's 'deficiencies' and 'exuberances'\textsuperscript{32}—so that Zweigert and Kötz\textquotesingle s indifference to language and, specifically, to the multiplicity of languages, would find itself vindicated. Indeed, why theorize translation if there is integral translatability?

We find the kind of idealized linguistic compliance being postulated by Zweigert and Kötz unwarranted. For us, in fact, linguistic compliance can only ever be partial (that is, at once incomplete and committed). The words join, but they are necessarily out of joint, and there is nothing that the assiduity of the translation can do to overcome their 'disacquaintance' for no translation can escape the semantic play that manifests itself in the configuration of meanings across languages.\textsuperscript{33} What we have, in effect, is an articulation that is (structurally) disarticulated. If you will, translation is an experience of the same that is not the same, the point being that as any sameness postulates \textquoteleft{n + 1\textquoteright and as, in turn, any \textquoteleft +1\textquoteright assumes difference, it is the case that in order for a translation to be the same as the source word, it has to be different from it. In this sense, it is not an exaggeration to say that the relation between words across languages is also a non-relation. Translation, then, is not simple, but complicated.\textsuperscript{34}

For us, the governing idea must be that of the debt being owed to the text, which, in the name of something like justice (though a destination we will never reach), compels the translator not to transgress the text. Perhaps the most challenging enjoinder, therefore, is for the text in translation to deploy itself so as to avoid an assimilation of the foreign text into the host language such that the foreign text's singularity would vanish along the way. As we approach the matter of translatability, the translator\textquoteright s aim must indeed be to preserve something of the difference of the foreign law-text on account of the recognition and of the respect that one owes it, especially as one purports to displace it across languages. For us, translation is \textquoteleft{a practice producing difference out of incommensurability (rather than equivalence out of difference).\textsuperscript{35} Indeed, the \textit{ference}
transference is also the *ference* in difference—or, to apply one of the many possibilities offered by the German language, any (foreign) *Wort* will either contract or expand any (local) *Ort*. For example, in order to resist the attraction of seamless domestication of foreign texts, Heidegger’s or Derrida’s translators did not hesitate to generate an ‘agrammaticality effect’ thus fashioning translations that, whether through the configuration of neologisms, the modification of the usual syntactic patterns, or even the insertion of foreign words, changed current usage in the host languages. In other words, these translators, as they heeded the original texts’ summonses, were unwilling fully to concede to their readerships in the host languages. They were, in effect, compelling foreign readers of (p.518) Heidegger and Derrida to defamiliarize themselves, to make themselves aware that they were reading a *translation*, that there was a ‘nonpresent’ text—or that a ‘nonpresent’ text was not absent. These references to Heidegger and Derrida in translation show that our remarks to the effect that translation dissolves any possible unity of meaning do not call into question the necessity of the translation or indeed its possibility (we shall argue, no doubt paradoxically, that the fact that the translation is impossible does not imply that it must not be done and indeed does not mean that it cannot be done). In effect, to contend that there is necessarily a looseness in the articulation, that translation is not sheltered from semantic play, is an opportunity for the foreign law-text to have a future existence, to survive, to live on, as it becomes the object of infinite discussions and endless debates.

Under conditions of identity—that is, if the word-in-translation was identical to the word being translated—the question of the ‘truth’ of the translation would not arise. However, given the situation as we have described it, one of the most intriguing metaphrastic questions that we must face as comparatists-at-law concerns precisely that of ‘truth’, which is the specific focus of the argument that follows. Indeed, this claim is very much a continuation of our prefatory observations to the effect that no word submits docilely to a translation that would carry it *as such* from one language to another: either the word-in-translation leaves behind a residue of the original idiom or it accretes meaning in the other language. Before we embark on our investigation, it seems interesting to note that, though not with specific reference to translation (which, as we have remarked, they ignore), Zweigert and Kötz express their commitment to ‘truth’ on more than one occasion. Thus, they call ‘comparative law’ an ‘école de vérité’. Moreover, they write that ‘[comparative law’s] ultimate goal is [to] discove[r] the truth’. And we feel confident that, had they addressed legal translation, Zweigert and Kötz, in line with the theoretical commitments that they consider must underwrite the study of foreign law, would have urged comparatists-at-law to produce true translations. Contrariwise, we want to show, making specific reference to the matter of foreign law in translation, that ‘truth’ has no useful contribution to make to ‘comparative law’.

We begin with an influential British playwright.

∞

Harold Pinter died on Christmas Eve 2008. In the lecture that he delivered upon being awarded the Nobel prize for literature in 2005, Pinter recalled a text of his dating back
nearly half a century. It concerned the matter of ‘truth’. In that paper, Pinter had written as follows: ‘Truth in drama is forever elusive. […] [T]here never is any such thing as one truth to be found in dramatic art. There are many. These truths challenge each other, recoil from each other, reflect each other, ignore each other, tease each other, are blind (p. 519) to each other. Sometimes you feel you have the truth of a moment in your hand, then it slips through your fingers and is lost.’

We claim that what Pinter said about dramatic art also applies to foreign law in translation: ‘[T]here never is any such thing as one truth to be found’ in translation, ‘[t]here are many’, ‘they challenge each other’, and they are ‘blind to each other’. Indeed, we propose to take Pinter’s insight one important step further and to argue that if no comparatist-at-law can access ‘one truth’, if to argue for ‘the true translation’ concerning foreign law makes as much sense as to talk of a loud blanket or of an angry cucumber, if ‘[t]here is no experience of truth that is not interpretive’, if there would be but cognizance of ‘truths’, one would do well to renounce the word ‘truth’ altogether—at least as far as the specific language-game of foreign law in translation is concerned. In effect, there is a disturbing touch of the oxymoronic in ‘truths’, while a word like ‘just’—there would be (relatively) ‘just’ translations—seems to us much more discerningly to account for the immanence that Pinter sought to capture. But we shall return to the matter of ‘justness’ presently.

For now, let us formulate translation’s quandary for comparatists-at-law. Assume a foreign law-text. This law-text is translatable in various languages. More problematically, it is also infinitely translatable within one language. Out of this array of inter-linguistic and intra-linguistic translations, can one translation be said to disclose sufficient normative purchase on the law-text being translated so as to warrant—and indeed require—identification as the ‘true’ translation of it (in the sense in which it would be the unique, uniquely fixed, uniquely stable, and uniquely acknowledged translation of it)? It is this precise question that we resolutely answer in the negative, confident in the knowledge that, in such an instance, ‘negativity is a resource’. In fact, negativity epitomizes the generative, vitalistic role of a counterdiscourse—our counterdiscourse—positioning itself vis-à-vis an orthodoxy which, on account of the fetishism of closure that it practises through the imposition of its positivist system, purports incessantly to arrest the flow of meaning—the quest for ‘truth’, an imaginary goal external to the linguistic inquiry, reaching a determinate and terminating point once its aim is deemed to have been attained. We refute the idea of stasis, the view that there can ever come a moment when a foreign law-text will have been perfectly read ‘in translation’. As our claim defends an interminable linguistic terminus, as it promotes ‘the joyful affirmation of the play of the world’, rather than facile and sterile univocality, it effectuates a politics of resistance. It is, literally, an undisciplined gesture. It is contrarian.

The stakes could hardly be higher. The absence of truth-in-translation challenges one to make genuine normative choices instead of assenting to (interpretive) decisions on account of their so-called ‘truth’. We are of the opinion that, rather than pander to ‘truth’, a comparatist-at-law must assume substantial responsibility for the normative (p. 520)
(and fallible) elections that need to characterize the process of translation. To accept that translation is situated firmly within linguistic contingency is to begin to take responsibility for one’s own perspectival apprehensions. To refuse the idea that there could be access to ‘truth’ is, in the end, the only way to avoid intellectual complacency—which is precisely what engulfs one when one stops thinking of a translation as a description and begins to see it as being endowed with a special quality that would somehow make it ‘true’. The lack of access to ‘truth’ enhances agency. It forces one to select and defend one’s views. Linguistic contingency is one’s opportunity. Such, then, are the broad ethical parameters within which we are operating. The ethics of engagement with language that we promote wants to reach beyond established positions; it is something like an ‘infinite striving’.46 We claim that ‘the patronising dogmas of the truth [...] [must] give way to critical theories of the particular’.47

Now, we find ourselves being influenced by two sets of reasons that, though hailing from very different philosophical quarters, intersect in their refusal to abide by the view that ‘truth’ would somehow be available in translation. To be sure, the fact that we can depend on support from two prominent philosophers located at very different points on the philosophical spectrum is not enough, in and of itself, to validate our conclusions. But, unless one is prepared to dismiss this convergence as mere coincidence—which would strike us as a jejune motion indeed—the resonance between two primordially different and deeply influential epistemes ought, at the very least, to give our sceptical readers serious pause for thought before proceeding to spurn our argument.

∞

In crucial ways, we are indebted to Jacques Derrida’s views on ‘truth’, an idea that he castigates throughout his work as a reprehensibly ‘metaphysical’ concoction.48 Whatever metaphysical thought would have us believe, Derrida claims, a focus on the operation of language shows that a text ‘does not give rise, “in the final instance”, to a hermeneutic deciphering, to the uncrypting of a meaning or of a truth’.49 Derrida, then, contrasts two apprehensions of interpretation or, as he says, ‘two interpretations of interpretation’.50 Specifically, “[o]ne seeks to decipher, dreams of deciphering a truth [...] escaping the play [...] of the sign [...]. The other [...] asserts the play and attempts to move beyond [...] [the dream of] the full presence, [of the] reassuring foundation, [...] and [of] the end of play’.51 Uncompromisingly, Derrida emphasizes that ‘these two interpretations of interpretation [...] are absolutely irreconcilable’.52 Over against any process of appeasement along the lines of a Hegelian Aufhebung, he situates his own work firmly in defiance of the kind of reading that assumes a text to consist of a set of grammatical propositions (p.521) asserting a foundational identity, an internal coherence, a logical order, a semantic unity, a ‘truth’.53 While metaphysics has the text functioning as a centripetal force—ultimately, this line of interpretation features ‘[t]he project of returning “strategically”, ideally, to an origin or to a “priority” that would be simple, intact, normal, pure, proper’—for Derrida the text is inescapably centrifugal. A text exists as a force of proliferation and differentiation resisting anything like ‘a’ meaning (as in ‘this is what the text means’) or ‘a’ truth (as in ‘this is truly what the text says’). As far as Derrida is
concerned, ‘[t]his can appear surprising or disagreeable only to those for whom things are always clear, easily decipherable, calculable, and programmable: in a word, if one wanted to be polemical, to the irresponsible’.55 For him, two principal features inhere to any text.

First, text is language and language—within the limits set by the alphabet—is infinitely lable.56 In Derrida’s formulation, ‘[a] thousand possibilities will always remain open even as one understands something of that sentence that makes sense’.57 Still in Derrida’s terms, the fact is that a word or a sentence features as one of its very attributes the characteristic of being iterable. Using the lemma ‘iter’, which he claims to derive from the Sanskrit ‘itara’ meaning ‘other’, Derrida coins ‘iterability’, a neologism connoting both ‘reiteration’ and ‘alterity’.58 Iterability, then, combines repeatability and differentiality. The main point is that a word or a sentence is intrinsically endowed with a force of rupture from any use to which it may have been put and to which it cannot therefore be confined. Every word or sentence is potentially repeatable and every such repetition is an othering of that word or sentence in the sense that each iteration is unique. No matter what Beckett purported to mean, for example, when he wrote En attendant Godot in the late 1940s, no matter how he sought to organize the specific moment of inscription of the word ‘Godot’, no matter how he wanted to totalize or stabilize or fixate meaning, this word is iterable such that the author’s conferment of meaning can be supplemented—which is to say that the author can never saturate meaning,59 that he can never completely and systematically occupy fully the ‘space’ of meaning so that no room would be left for anything to be added by an interpreter intervening subsequently. In other terms, meaning has a ‘never-completely-achievable’ quality, which, far from pertaining to occasionality, is intrinsic to it. The word or sentence never exhausts itself (p.522) in the moment or in the time of its inscription. Rather, it carries, as an inherent dimension of its existence as word or sentence, a ‘nonpresent remainder’,60 that is, a sheaf of meaning that is ‘nonpresent’ (in the sense that it is not being presently deployed) but that is not absent either (since it is potentially present and capable of being deployed at any moment, in any hypothetical alternative set of interpretive circumstances). Using a botanical analogy, Derrida refers to a process of ‘dehiscence’ with a view to capturing the inherent workings of a text as it bursts open with meaning and discharges its meaningful contents.61 Every repeated utterance or iteration alters, and thus adds ‘an extra turn’ to the word’s or to the sentence’s meaning,62 which will then potentially haunt each successive use of it. In his writings, Derrida also mobilizes the notion of ‘dissemination’ so as to refer to the idea of multiplication of meaning. To the extent that he defends the view that words and sentences do not operate within closed systems of meaning as metaphysicians, and indeed as structuralists, have long maintained, Derrida’s argument can fairly be regarded as counter-hegemonic.

Whilst the open-texturedness of meaning suggests the contingency of interpretation, it also points to the aleatory character of translation. As is the case with interpretation, there is ‘the structure of supplementarity within translation’.63 Every word or sentence being inherently iterable, the occurrence of more than one translation is, structurally so to speak, inevitable. Indeed, the problem of ascription of meaning is compounded in the
case of translation—an instance of iteration squared, if you will—since the process involves more than one language: ‘No matter how correct and legitimate they are, and no matter what right one grants them, [translations] are all maladjusted, as if unjust in the deviation that affects them: within themselves, of course, since their meaning remains necessarily equivocal, and in their relation amongst themselves and thus in their multiplicity, finally or primarily in their irreducible inadequacy to the other language and to the stroke of genius of the event that makes the law, to all the virtualities of the original.’

The idea that there would exist a common semantic interface across languages allowing for unalloyed inter-linguistic correspondence is precisely the kind of metaphysical composition that Derrida has been at pains to combat.

Secondly, the process of incessant interpretation that is a feature of the text’s iterability is addressed by an interpreter—say, a comparatist-at-law intervening as translator—who, as someone who is inevitably situated in place and time, can only interpret from where he is. As Derrida puts it, one must accept that ‘[on]e ha[s] received more than [on]e thinks [on]e know[s] from “tradition”’. This claim harks back to the key Heideggerian (and anti-Cartesian) insight that we introduced early in this essay to the effect that on (p.523) account of one’s insurmountable situatedness within tradition, one’s interpretive standpoint, and therefore one’s interpretation, is itself always already situated—the adverbial construction, Heidegger’s own (‘immer schon’), referring to the fact that interpretation is simply unimaginable otherwise than as being situated, that an interpretive stance that would be out of situation is simply unthinkable. In Heidegger’s words, any ‘unveil[ing]’ is ‘always done under the guidance of a perspective that fixes that with regard to which what has been understood is to be interpreted’. In sum, ‘[t]he interpretation is grounded in a foresight’. If you will, ‘[t]he interpretation has always already decided, finally or provisionally’.

The Heideggerian notions, as they foreground Rudolf Bultmann’s idea of ‘preunderstanding’ (‘Vorverständnis’) and Gadamer’s conception of ‘prejudice’ or ‘prejudgment’ (‘Vorurteil’), refer to a preliminary structure of understanding that is inherently constitutive of any understanding and, as such, that acts as a condition of understanding. In other words, one cannot ascribe meaning—indeed, one cannot experience anything one might want to seize as ‘truth’—against a ‘no-background’ situation. Of course, to say that all understanding is prejudiced in that it is circumscribed by the light that the epistemological situation sheds on the interpreter is not necessarily debilitating. Neither the significance of impersonal processes in the construction of the individual nor the prominence of impersonal assumptions in the formulation of knowledge-claims detracts from the empowering character of prejudice. Thus, one can understand Marcel Duchamp’s ready-mades as art because one belongs to a culture that envisages art in a certain manner, that has an idea of what art is and of what art can be. Heidegger’s conclusion, then, holds: ‘Whatever and however we may try to think, we think within the sphere of tradition’.

And this is Derrida’s contention also: ‘The “subject” of interpretation does not exist if one means by that some sovereign solitude of the
The subject of interpretation is a system of relations between layers: [...] mental, society, world’. In sum, ‘what one calls the [interpreting] subject is no longer he who himself or he who alone [interprets]. He comes to understand himself in an irreducible secondarity’. Writing of Rousseau and his work, Derrida thus observes that ‘[t]here is not, strictly speaking, a text whose author or subject is Jean-Jacques Rousseau’.73

The irreducible situatedness of interpretation and the correlative inability for an interpreter to capture alterity on its own terms (rather than on one’s terms) entails that ‘translation is another name for the impossible’.74 The primordial point is this: ‘Between my world, [...] what I call ‘my world’, [...] between my world and any other world, there is initially the space and the time of an infinite difference, of an interruption [that is] incommensurable with all the attempts at passage, at bridge, at isthmus, at communication, at translation, at tropae, and at transfer that the desire for world or the lack of world, the [human] being in lack of world, will try to pose, to impose, to propose, to stabilize. There is no world, there are only islands’.75

Gadamer’s observation is no less powerful: ‘It is enough to say that we understand in a different way, if we understand at all’.76 As if echoing both Derrida and Gadamer, Borges’s question lingers, obstinately: ‘You who read me—are you certain you understand my language?’77 In his subtle way, this most cosmopolitan of writers reminds us that the abyss across languages cannot be overcome.78 But the impossibility of translation—of any translation that could be called ‘true’—cannot be allowed to detract from the paradoxical fact that translation is possible, and must be.79 Indeed, Derrida is adamant: ‘I must translate, transfer, transport (übertragen) the untranslatable in another turn where, though translated, it remains untranslatable’.80 Derrida’s demand, however, is not for the faint of heart as he asks us to accept that the impossible is possible ‘not in the sense in which it would become possible, but in the more radical sense in which the impossible is possible, as impossible’.81

The fact that the idea of ‘truth’, then, is simply not suitable with respect to translation is pithily rendered by Derrida as he writes that the very word ‘translation’ ought to be replaced by ‘transformation’. Observing that ‘[w]e will never have been involved and never have been involved in fact in the “transportation” of pure signifieds that the signifying instrument—or the “vehicle”—would leave intact and untouched, from one language to another’,82 he adds that ‘for the notion of translation, one will have to substitute a notion of transformation: the regulated transformation of a language by another, of a text by another’.83 Transformation, according to Derrida, captures untranslatability as the negative moment necessary to the recognition and to the survival of the idiomatic that exceeds one’s grasp and to which one’s response can therefore be neither sheer reproduction nor meaning transfer. It refers to another economy, to an economy of negotiation,84 where ‘[w]hat guides [on]e is always untranslatability’.85

The strong assertion of the singularity of language and the related view that ‘truth’ cannot be an apt theoretical tool for approaching what takes place in understanding and communication—that ‘the relationship between self and other can never be turned into a
relationship between self and self (same and same)' that '[t]he enduring self/other
relation means that alterity can never be reduced to identity—it is not, however, the
exclusive province of the philosophy of deconstruction as practised by Derrida and his
epigones. Specifically, we have found noteworthy reverberations between Derrida’s
thought and that of logician and mathematician Willard Van Orman Quine, arguably the
most influential US analytical philosopher of the twentieth century. And it is to this
specific correspondence of outlooks that we now turn.

Quine holds a physicalist ontology—for him, ‘the only things that exist are those which
feature in the explanations of the most fundamental science, namely physics’—and a
naturalized epistemology—'[t]he investigat[i]on [of] the relationship between theory (our
beliefs) and empirical evidence’ requires one to proceed ‘through empirical (p. 526)
science (neuropsychology, behaviourist psychology)’. For Quine, ‘there is no
knowledge outside science’. In other terms, '[e]verything we know about the world is
due to the impingement of energy on our sensory surfaces'. Of course, the assumption
that everything supervenes on the physical, that physics enjoys special ontological
authority (which entails an assimilation of even philosophy to science), is precisely the
kind of metaphysical claim—'not itself a scientific finding—that Derrida chastises. But
this disagreement cannot have us lose sight of significant affinities between the two
philosophical projects as regards the lack of interface between translation and anything
that could reasonably be called ‘truth’.

With respect to translation, Quine’s thesis addresses what he styles ‘inscrutability of
reference’. But before we can say more about translation, it is necessary to take a few
steps away from the topic and discuss basic aspects of Quine’s philosophy. For Quine,
then, ontologically speaking the only ‘facts of the matter’ are physical (indeed, he likens
‘factuality’ to ‘gravitation and electric charge’). Meaning, however, is not part of
physical reality. Since there is no fact of the matter concerning what words mean, given
that ‘[a]scriptions of meaning cannot be reduced to physical statements’, physical facts
cannot determine what our expressions mean. There is, therefore, a disjuncture
between meaning (word) and physical reality (world). As one commentator aptly remarks,
‘[r]eference, for Quine, is thus not the fundamental relation that language has to the
world’. Observe that Quine does not say that words refer to something and that one is
not in a position to ascertain what that is. For Quine, there is, more accurately, no such
‘thing’ as ‘that which our words refer to’. To be sure, Quine falls short of arguing that
words do not ‘refer’ in any sense of the term whatsoever. Thus, reference remains
relevant for him. In his view, words do ‘refer’, but this reference does not concern
anything like the word’s ‘being’. All that exists is an assignment of reference to a word by
its speaker. Given the ontological discrepancy between word and world, in the absence of
a ‘thing-like’ reference, the only way for anyone to understand any language, even one’s
‘own’ language and a fortiori another language, is therefore for one to operate on the
basis of observable behaviour (verbal or non-verbal), which is the only matter that our
experience allows us to speak about with a certain rigour: ‘We depend strictly on overt
behavior in observable situations’. For example, all that we have in terms of what a
speaker (p. 527) means is ‘what might be implicit in his dispositions to overt behavior’.99
And it is this dynamics that Quine has in mind as he writes that ‘[l]anguage is a social art’.100

In the absence of isomorphism between word and world, there is inevitably a process of mediation intervening between word and world with a view to specifying the word’s world. And this mediation relates to the assignment of reference underlying the word, which itself is ‘an obscure notion, subject to no extensial criterion of individuation and definable only in terms of other, equally obscure, intensional notions’.101 As the assignment of reference cannot illuminate any ‘thing-like’ referent, as ‘there is no matter of fact as to what we are referring to’,102 reference accordingly remains opaque or inscrutable (or indeterminate). Of course, when one speaks a familiar language—say, the ‘home language’, to use Quine’s formulation—the matter of inscrutability does not arise as a difficulty and does not hinder language use. Thus, ‘“London” designates London (whatever that is) and “rabbit” denotes the rabbits (whatever they are’; for Quine, ‘[l]inscrutability of reference emerges only in translation’.103 This is the question that we now propose to address.

Assume a text and a translator purporting to offer a translation of that text. Quine emphasizes at the outset that a range of competing translations can prove equally compatible with the behaviour under examination, that is, with the empirical data. In the absence of an elucidative referent, since ‘there just aren’t any facts for such putative semantical statements to be about’;104 because there are ‘no entities’ beyond assignments of reference,105 that is, other than as elements of a theory,106 considering that meaning cannot be reified (or cannot be made ‘thing-like’),107 in view of the lack of any physicality assuredly correlatable with an utterance, in as much as ‘[r]eference itself proves behaviorally inscrutable’,108 there is no way to know which interpretation would provide the true interpretation of that which has been uttered. For Quine, there is no principled way of adjudicating between alternative interpretations of language such that one could be said to be (referentially) true. In other terms, with specific reference to translation, Quine’s ‘physicalist’ claim holds that since there is no fact of the matter for the translator to be right or wrong about, since reference proves inscrutable, a range of different translations can properly entail ‘the neural stimulations which would prompt speakers to assent to them’, that is, the ‘stimulus meaning’ that would validate a particular translation, whether intensionally or extensionally,109 in the eyes of a particular reader.110

(p.528) It follows that ‘[t]ruth is immanent’.111 It depends on a language;112 indeed, it is inseparable from a theory of the world for ‘we can never do better than occupy the standpoint of some theory or other, the best we can muster at the time’.113 According to Quine, ‘there is no extra-theoretic truth, no higher truth than the truth we are claiming or aspiring to as we continue to tinker with our system of the world from within’.114 Given that every translation, for example, is forced to project the ontology of a language or theory on the interpretandum, any ‘truth’ is the expression of one’s epistemological stance.115

Importantly, despite his challenge to ‘an ill-conceived notion within traditional semantics,
namely, sameness of meaning’. Quine cannot be characterized as a semantic nihilist: ‘Indeterminacy means not that there is no acceptable translation, but that there are many’. In other terms, ‘translations of a language can be set up in such ways that, while each is consistent with the speech dispositions of everyone concerned, they nevertheless can have different sentence-to-sentence correlations even to the point where two translations of some sentence can be correlated with sentences having opposite truth-values; and there is no answer to the (pseudo-) question of which translation is the uniquely correct one—they are all correct insofar as they measure up to the speech dispositions of all concerned’.

While he says that all that is possible for an interpretation is the fact of practical success, Quine never claims that one cannot decide between any two interpretations. Rather, his contention is that ‘[i]f we transcend [the data] and decide that one of two [translations] equally in conformity to the data is better than the other, our decision will be based on mere intuition’.

∞

Featuring ‘startling’ correlations in their philosophical projects, Derrida and Quine are both arguing against an ‘uncritical notion of meaning’. And the two philosophers are both led to ascertain an abyss—a non-relation or an interruption—between language and world. They are both saying that a word (or a concatenation of words) cannot be fully present in a way that would allow it to be self-interpreting, to preclude the necessity of its being interpreted, to avoid the need to force an interpretation. For Derrida and Quine, a word as given and pure (p.529) meaning is an incoherent notion (‘[t]he idea of a Ding an sich may be nonsense; the idea of a Bedeutung an sich is definitely nonsense on stilts’). Not even the ‘context’ can fix the reference of a word since context is not exhaustively specifiable without itself being subject to interpretation (thus, context is language-like or features language-like properties). Ultimately, all interpretation takes place via an unending regression into a sequence of what Quine calls ‘background languages’. There simply cannot be any interpretation beyond language or out of language. It is not, of course, that Derrida and Quine deny the existence of physical reality or anything of the kind. What they are claiming is that there is nothing semantic behind language, that one never reaches semantic bedrock. Built into interpretation, then, in the absence of the kind of ‘absolute anchors’ that could be supplied by the full presence of a text or a context, is a ‘drift’, which means that ‘there is always a “slack” between an interpretation and the evidence for it’, what Derrida calls ‘play’. It follows that translation inevitably differs from what it is about (in that it is but an interpretation thereof) and defers what it is about (in that it calls for an interpretation of itself).

The idea of ‘slack’ or ‘play’ cannot, however, be taken to embody ‘unlimited polysemy’. ‘One does not do whatever one wants with language’. Thus, a translation may be defective. Our basic argument is that a translation is a translation ‘of’ a text. One needs to ask, then, to what extent is a translation appropriately responding to a
hidden claim of the text or illegitimately imposing itself on the text by failing to hearken to its genius loci. For a translation to exist as translation of a text, it must demonstrably engage with the claim of the text, with the ‘speaking-to-us’ (‘Zuspruch’) of the text that is at work. In other words, the translation must show itself to be hearkening to the text for ‘we are compelled, as soon as we set out upon a way of thought, to give specific attention to what the word says’. A translation defecting from the text—for example, on account of its absurd rendition of the text (say, ‘The Fool Who Caused Trouble’ for Proust’s A la recherche du temps perdu)—could therefore be said not to be operating as a translation of the text, which means that it would be defective even as it purported to be a translation of the text. Through the reference to defectiveness, translational anarchism is contained—as it must be. Inevitably, borderline situations will arise. Consider an anarchonic translation: does the reference to ‘Cape Kennedy’ in the translation of a passage from Homer’s Iliad regarding Achilles’s talking horses and the way in which they soar in the skies—as in dreams, or at Cape Kennedy, they rise—pertain to defectiveness?

But the fact that certain translations can be said to be defective still does not entail that one of them need be recognized as ‘true’. The idea of ‘truth’ traditionally connotes transcendence in the sense at least that ‘truth’ must exist beyond contingency. With specific reference to translation, truth classically turns on the recovery of full meaning. Neither sense of ‘truth’ is necessary, and one could plausibly refashion the word by contemplating other semantic extensions. However, the habitual connotations of ‘truth’ are sufficiently well established in philosophical, literary, and common parlance to suggest that it is by reference to them that it becomes relevant to ask whether a translation can be ‘true’. And because translation is at the very minimum constrained by the language in which it is happening and by the person who is making it happen, it can never arise outside of an interpretive framework. Even assuming something like ‘the text-in-itself’, a translation of it cannot be ‘true’ in the canonical sense of the word, that is, it can never lift itself out of conjecture to reach the text ‘as it is’: ‘[T]he thing itself always slips away’.

Since a translation is inherently ‘maladjusted’, all that translation can hope to be, the best that it can expect to be, then, is (relatively) just. It can reach a point where it purports to do justice to the text through a process of incessant negotiation with it. Observe, however, that the justice at issue is not exclusively ‘of’ the text in the sense at least that the text’s justice needs to be formulated through a process of interpretation and thus calls to be conveyed ‘to’ the text by the interpreter as hearkener. Yet, justice must be understood as being strictly connected to place and time, that is, as being thoroughly immanent or embedded or singular: it is of that text, it is being conveyed by that interpreter. As regards translation, justice is but the application of local interpretive knowledge in response to the claim of a specific text, a process that will itself be validated or invalidated by reference to local interpretive knowledge as deployed by a particular audience or readership.

No doubt aporetically, translation can thus be defective even as it cannot be ‘true’. In translation, therefore, ‘truth’ cannot act as a regulative ideal. Yet translation, albeit
maladjusted, can aspire to being just. It can only ever aim to be just—it can just seek
justness. However, as a matter of the hearkening—of the recognition and respect—that is
due to the text, it must want to be just. Indeed, ‘is not a just translation hospitality
itself?’\textsuperscript{139}

\textcopyright

For Ronald Dworkin, ‘a scholar who labors for years over a new reading of \textit{Hamlet}
cannot believe that his various interpretive conclusions are no more valid than the
contradictory conclusions of other scholars [...] [...] [I]f [interpreters] have come to think
that one interpretation of something is best, they can also sensibly think that that
interpretation meets the test of what defines success in the enterprise, even if they
cannot articulate that test in much or any detail. So they can think there is objective truth
in interpretation’.\textsuperscript{140 (p.531)} Elsewhere, still adverting to the matter of ‘truth’, Dworkin
argues that although ‘[we] might worry that it is both arrogant and impolitic to claim
absolute truth’, ‘we must do that’; indeed, ‘[w]e have no option’.\textsuperscript{141} We disagree.

Because ‘a comparative-law investigation should also concern the translation of law
texts’,\textsuperscript{142} and since, as Quine’s analytics makes clear, ‘[t]ranslation remains, and is
indispensable’,\textsuperscript{143} assume a comparatist-at-law inscribing foreign law in translation.
Assume further that this comparatist is acting in all earnestness and wishes to be taken
seriously. Of course, one can expect this comparatist to deem her translation of foreign
law more compelling than, say, her colleague’s translation or than other extant
translations to be found in books or journals. But this sense of achievement does not
mean, need not mean, and must not mean, that this comparatist-at-law holds her
interpretation to be ‘true’. What this comparatist needs to think, and what others need to
accept about her work, is that her translation carries a higher interpretive yield than
other translations, that it is good and perhaps excellent, not that it is ‘true’. ‘Truth’ is
simply not necessary to any expression of conviction in the supremacy of one translation
over others. Indeed, it is misleading for while it evokes the original text’s authority, it fails
to account for its vulnerability.

But we shall not-finish where we began, that is, with Pinter. In his Nobel lecture, in
addition to claiming that ‘there never is any such thing as one truth’, that ‘[t]here are
many’, that they ‘challenge each other’, and that they are ‘blind to each other’, Pinter said
that ‘[y]ou never quite find [truth] but the search for it is compulsive’. He added: ‘The
search is clearly what drives the endeavour’.\textsuperscript{144} Although there never is any such thing
as one ‘truth’, then, the search for it would be irresistible. This assertion is intriguing.
One would be compulsively driven to search for something that never is and that never
can be, such that one would find oneself locked in an impasse: ‘Truth’ must be
abandoned, yet it cannot be jettisoned. Possibly the idea of ‘truth’ indeed remains so
attractive. It may be that ‘truth’ continues to drive the mind despite its inexistence. And
perhaps ‘truth’ is needed—‘final belief/Must be in a fiction’\textsuperscript{145}—an intuition that Derrida
ultimately seems to accept as he writes that ‘[o]ne must have truth’.\textsuperscript{146} Derrida’s and
Quine’s contestations would therefore be offering ‘a persistent critique of what one
cannot not want’.\textsuperscript{147} \textit{Quaere:} Would holding that ‘[t]ruth in law need not extend beyond a
particular culture’ help to square the proverbial circle?\(^{148}\) But is one then still talking of ‘truth’ which, by definition so to speak, cannot meaningfully be equated with local knowledge, that is, with contingency? Now, would the fact that ‘[t]ruth is preserved in vestigial form in the notion of error’ assuage one’s alleged need to believe?\(^{149}\)

(p.532) In the course of our argument, we have wanted to focus not on whether or not there is faith in ‘truth’, but on whether or not there is ‘truth’ in translation with specific reference to foreign law. In sum, we have been asking ourselves Beckett’s question: ‘[W]hat truth is there in all this babble?’\(^{150}\) And, like Derrida and Quine, we feel able to answer that there is none, none whatsoever. Faith is quite another matter.
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